
Scarce older motorcycles are highly desirable 
collectables. Jackie Cameron catches up with  

some local enthusiasts and learns the difference 
between a vintage bike and just any old bike

Blast from 
the past
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Can you name a British 490 cc, with a clue of six letters?  
Or a 500 cc made in 1912, also six letters? If you knew the answers 
(Norton and Wagner), chances are you’re ready to join South Africa’s small but vibrant 
community of vintage-motorcycle collectors. These are people who just can’t get enough 
of very old motorbikes and spend much of their waking hours thinking about these 
venerable machines – including testing their brainpower by taking niche crossword 
challenges with the types of questions we’ve just answered.

There are only several hundred registered collectors in South Africa, though many 
owners have more than one motorcycle, and often several. Ian Holmes, chair of the 
Vintage Motorcycle Club of South Africa, says there are no accurate statistics on how 
many vintage motorbikes there are in SA. His organisation has about 200 members 
and he estimates there are 500 to 1 000 ‘very old bikes still around, in various stages  
of repair’ in the country. 

The most valuable ones aren’t lying idle in a garage gathering dust; they’re being driven 
hard across the countryside. In South Africa, top prices are paid for antique bikes that 
can travel the distance from Johannesburg to Durban in one piece.

‘Vintage’, in global collecting circles, is technically defined as being manufactured 
before the end of 1930. However, in South Africa there is a special value attached to 
motorcycles manufactured up to 1936, says Holmes. This is in order to accommodate 
machines that can be used to participate in the annual Durban-to-Johannesburg classic 
motorcycle rally (or DJ Run), which commemorates a major international motorbike 
event held regularly in South Africa from 1913 to 1936.

Eligibility for the DJ Run – a two-day 
time and reliability challenge along back 
roads from the coast to Gauteng – is a 
major factor driving demand for vintage 
motorcycles locally. ‘Your bike must have 
technically been able to participate in 
the original race. So, it must have been 
produced in 1936 or earlier. People 
want to enter the race, so a DJ bike 
comes at a premium,’ says Holmes.

The vintage-motorcycle hobbyist says 
his most valuable motorcycle is ‘a DJ 
bike’ a friend sold him for R10 000  
in 2000. ‘But today, I wouldn’t accept 
anything less than R80 000 for it.’ 

Holmes, like other collectors, seldom 
sells his motorcycles. But, when he does,  
he enjoys a return equivalent to roughly 
10% a year. ‘They’re a good investment, 
provided they are maintained. You can 
pay too much for one too, though, so 
do your research on pricing,’ he advises.
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Scarcity is a key issue in helping to maintain price growth. ‘Certain marques and 
models attract more money than others,’ Holmes says, pointing out that the Brough 
Superior – the make Lawrence of Arabia was killed on in 1935 – is arguably the most 
desirable. It can fetch upwards of R500 000 on the international market, which – in 
comparison to cars and other collectables – is not excessive.

Johannesburg vintage-motorcycle owner Tony Dodsworth says the relatively lower 
price point makes bikes attractive compared to antique motor cars. Bikes are also easier 
to restore and store. Dodsworth specialises in rebuilding old motorcycles. He has a 
workshop full of parts, which he buys from auctions and other collectors. Occasionally, 
he will swap parts with collectors from elsewhere in order to complete a bike. He says he 
makes ‘decent money’ when he sells, although making a profit is not his primary objective 
in owning the old machines.

His real enjoyment comes from the challenge of putting together these engineering 
puzzles. ‘What attracts me is the mechanics and the look of these very old bikes. When 
you ride them, you get a bit of an adrenalin rush when you are going fast,’ he says.

Rob Pattison-Emms also enjoys the thrill of the ride. When he gets on to his 350 cc 
Matchless, made in 1936, he is transported to a bygone era in which motorised journeys 
were gruelling – to say the least. Those were days before seating suspension had been 
invented, when tarred roads were a rarity. Cross-country journeys on two wheels through 
dusty, bumpy landscapes were – as you might expect – the preserve of only the fittest, 
toughest drivers.

Often, Pattison-Emms – like many other vintage-motorcyle enthusiasts – helps his 
imagination along by adding a few drops of castor oil to his petrol tank. This oil, which 
was used as an early engine lubricant, has a side effect appreciated by many owners of 
older bikes: it produces powerful, sweet exhaust fumes that conjure up the excitement  
of being back at the side of the racetrack in the 1960s and earlier.

So, what makes someone who loves the thrill of fast racing opt for driving vintage motors 
with unsophisticated engines and rock-hard seats? The general consensus: it feels more 
dangerous – and therefore more exhilarating – to ride an antique than a turbocharged 
new motorbike.

Pattison-Emms says his love of old motorcycles was virtually instantaneous. His father 
gave him a 1954 Royal Enfield, which he still has today – and that was it. The business-
man also has a few old cars, but says bikes are more challenging on the road. 

He is adamant that a vintage motorcycle is not actually a good investment if you are 
looking for an alternative to buying shares or other traditional assets, and warns that you 
can easily spend more money on one than it is really worth. ‘Maintenance and restoration 
can cost a fortune and many parts have to be custom-made.’ Expect to enjoy your old 
bike and perhaps get your money back (and some) when you are ready to move on, but 
don’t start trading with a view to making big returns. 

The most valuable ones aren’t  
lying idle in a garage gathering dust; 
they’re being driven hard across  
the countryside
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